
 Please choose the type of cake,size and shape(round or square)

Strawberry sponge cake

Order Made Cake
for 8~10 people

￥6170 ￥6990
21cm 21cm

for 3~4 people

￥2570 ￥2930
12cm 12cm

for 4~6 people

￥3390 ￥3800
15cm 15cm

for 6~8 people

￥4260 ￥4730
18cm 18cm

Strawberry sponge cake
 (Chocolate cream)

 

￥6480 ￥7300
21cm 21cm

￥2780 ￥3140
12cm 12cm

￥3700 ￥4110
15cm 15cm

￥4570 ￥5090
18cm 18cm

Chocolate cake

￥2880 ￥3400
12cm 12cm

￥3710 ￥4430
15cm 15cm

￥4940 ￥5760
18cm 18cm

￥7720 ￥8750
21cm 21cm

Cheese cake

￥2880
12cm

￥3710
15cm

￥4940
18cm

Chestnut cream tart for 2~3 people

￥2400
12cm

for 3~4 people

￥4020
15cm

Strawberry tart

￥2880
12cm

￥4520
15cm

There is a price difference between shortcake and chocolate shortcakes’○ type and □ type. 
The difference between ○ and □

￥5420
18cm

￥6900
21cm

￥5760
18cm



Order Made Cake

☆Please inquire with us about the made to order parts, because it will be different based on
　the size of the cake.

 Strawberry sponge cake Price List(21cm以上)

Round Square
Without whipped cream on the side Without whipped cream on the side

Square

Round Square
Without whipped cream on the side Without whipped cream on the side

SquareStrawberry sponge cake
 (Chocolate cream)

Strawberry sponge cake

24cm
(for 14~16people)

￥9970 ￥10800 ￥11410

27cm
(for 18~20people)

￥14600 ￥15830 ￥16760

30cm
(for 25people)

￥18500 ￥20150 ￥21280

30 x 40cm
(for 30people) ￥28970

35 x 50cm
(for 40people) ￥41650

40 x 60cm
(for 50people) ￥46650

24cm
(for 14~16people) ￥10280 ￥11100 ￥11720

27cm
(for 18~20people) ￥15010 ￥16240 ￥17170

30cm
(for 25people) ￥19020 ￥20660 ￥21800

30 x 40cm
(for 30people) ￥30300

35 x 50cm
(for 40people) ￥43800

40 x 60cm
(for 50people) ￥48700



Favorite Style
Cut out chocolate

3D chocolate decoration

Piped cream

Making a 3D cake by piping cream on 
the surface of a cake.

Color cream

Unique shapes

It’s fully a custom made cake that you 
decide on every design from a form to 
decorations.
※Depending on the form of the cake, there 
might be a case that you cannot pick a particu-
lar type of cake, so, please ask us about that.

Please select your preferred style of cake. 
※Multiple parts can be selected, so please inquire with us.

It's a flat part that is suitable for a motif 
such as figures and characters.
Figure from 1500yen 
Character  from 800 yen
The price is based on size and design and is 
subject to negotiation.

Designs like a mascot character are avail-
able, however, detailed designs cannot be 
made.
Figure  from 1800 yen / Vehicle or animal 
from 850 yen 
※The price is based on size and design so subject to 
　negotiation.

Changing an impression by changing 
colors of cream.
Making cream marble and using multiple 
colours are available so please ask us.
From 500yen / 1cour



White chocolate plate (Printed type)

White chocolate plate (hand drawing type)

Please pick the size and shape of a plate based on your preferred cake size and design.
There are ◯ shape and □ shape for the plate.We will draw one character that you like on a plate.
To add a background or a character will require an additional cost, however, adding simple patterns 
and letters will be at no additional cost.

Illustration will be printed on a thin white chocolate plate. 
(This is suitable for fine design and something with a background)

Printed Plate
5cm 450 yen /7cm 1000yen/ 9cm 1200yen / 12cm 1500yen /15cm 1800yen /18cm 2100yen 

Illustration will be drawn on a thin white chocolate plate.
(The unique texture that can only be made by hand drawing. However, depending on the design, we might recommend a 
printed chocolate plate. )

Illustration plate (1 plate ) ◯ shape or □ shape 
5cm from 500yen/ 9cm (for size 4 cake) from 1200 yen / 12cm (for size 5 cake) from 1500 
yen / 15cm 1800 yen / 18cm 2100 yen 

Favorite Style
Please select your preferred style of cake. 

※Multiple parts can be selected, so please inquire with us.



Favorite Style
Ornament bow

Ribbon bows made with chocolate. 
A chocolate bow will make your cake look 
sophisticated by putting it on the cake or 
on the edge of the cake.

From 1200 yen

Heart, Star and small flower

It will make the surface of a cake adorable.

From 450 yen/ for one cake

Flowers

Flowers made from chocolate or buttercream. 
There might be a case that you cannot choose 
the ingredients due to the type of flower used.

※Chocolate flower  From 350 yen /each
※Buttercream flower From 400 yen / each
※Buttercream flowers are only available with a
　minimum purchase of 3.

Heart / star (with wire)

Decoration with height can make a cake 
more three-dimensional.

From 650 yen 

※

Please select your preferred style of cake. 
※Multiple parts can be selected, so please inquire with us.

Others and additional decorations



Please select your preferred style of cake. 
※Multiple parts can be selected, so please inquire with us.

Others and additional decorations

Favorite Style
Message cookies

From 150 yen per１letter / Add 1 color＋50 yen

Letter types
Uppercase letters, numbers, hearts
 (small / large size), and stars
Size 
From approx 3cm

Sugar cookies with icing

※Availability and price depend on size and  
　design, so please inquire with us.
※No individual sales for cookies.

Glaze

From 500yen

Printed Cookies

Extra Fruits

+450yen～

※Please ask staff about
　the amount/what kinds
　of fruits are available.

※Availability and price depend on size, so 　
　please inquire with us.
※No individual sales for cookies.


